LANDSCAPE ARCHITECTS

Senior and Intermediate

Boffa Miskell | Auckland, New Zealand

Feed your passion for
design, delivering projects
that range from strategic
and conceptual designs
through to realisation on site.

We are on the lookout for experienced, enthusiastic and talented
Senior and Intermediate Landscape Architects to join our team
of energetic and passionate design team. Your experience
will span the full range of project design work, from strategic
and conceptual design through to detailed documentation and
overseeing implementation.
Ideally, you’ll bring at least 5 years’ professional experience,
along with the following skills and attributes:
•
Be creative, have a critical eye and ability to problem solve
and actively contribute ideas within a collaborative team
•
An appreciation for a well-crafted documentation and
dedication to achieve accurate, easy to read drawings
•
Have a skilled graphic ability and be able to use a broad
range of digital tools and techniques - AutoCAD, draughting
and detailing skills, (REVIT and BIM experience are
advantageous)
•
Have a keen interest in developing and mentoring less
experienced designers
•
Be highly motivated to develop and maintain enduring client
relationships, with a keenness to identify new opportunities
utilising market knowledge and competitor activity
•
Excellent interpersonal skills, including being an effective
and confident communicator to a broad audience
•
Have a Bachelor’s Degree (Hons) or Master’s Degree in
Landscape Architecture, and current NZILA registration (or
overseas equivalent).


For more information about us,
visit our website:
www.boffamiskell.co.nz
Send your CV to:
joinus@boffamiskell.co.nz
Closing date:
Thursday, 22 November 2018
Please note, we like to consider
applications as they are received, so we
encourage you to get in touch
with us soon.

www.boffamiskell.co.nz

We offer a supportive, collaborative and respectful working
environment, and value having an inclusive and diverse
workplace. We offer ongoing opportunities for professional and
personal development to ensure that our people can become
the very best version of themselves. The broad range and scale
of project work we do allows our team the possibility to work
closely with urban designers, ecologists, biosecurity specialists,
cultural advisors, landscape planners and planners. Regardless
of discipline, we are all passionate people who excel at what we
do.
Boffa Miskell is a leading New Zealand professional services
consultancy. We are employee-owned and have been in
business for 45 years. We work in partnership with our clients to
fully understand each project, explore its possibilities and provide
creative solutions based on sound knowledge and experience.
We bring together professionals with an integrated environmental
view, the ability to think creatively and with leadership and
collaboration skills to deliver award-winning projects.
auckland | hamilton | tauranga | wellington | christchurch | dunedin | queenstown

